


1. Elevator Pitch - who you are

2. Ability Scores -
what you are

good at

3. Combat - how
you fight

4. Traits - more
moves

5. Personality -
roleplaying

6. Inventory - what's in your toolbox



This section is your character's Elevator Pitch. It tells you who
you are and what role you play.

This sets the stage for everything else on this character sheet.



These are your Ability Scores. They
show you how good you are at doing
things.

You will need to look here more
often than anywhere else on the
sheet.

When the DM asks you to roll outside
of combat you will use these numbers.

Examples from this sheet:
"Make a strength check" means roll a d20 and add 3
"Make a Persuasion check" means roll a d20 and add 4
"Make a Dexterity save" means roll a d20 and subtract 1



This section is for Combat. Look here when battle begins.
The DM will ask you to "roll initiative" when battle begins.

The top part is passive (except SPEED and INITIATIVE). It
describes how tough you are, how healthy, and how you heal.

The bottom part is active. It shows things you can do in
combat. SPEED shows you how far you can move in a turn.



This section is also active. Features &
Traits are additional moves you can
make.

Look here in combat and outside
combat. Depending on what race and
class you are you might have useful
moves for either scenario.



Look here to improve your roleplaying.

This section describes more about who
you are and how you think. It helps tie
you to the other characters and the game
world.

If you did not fill this in yourself, feel free
to ignore it and play the part you want.



Look here when you are outside of combat or if your DM
specifically asks you to.

This section describes a few more things you are good at and your
inventory. Sometimes you need to know what you have or what
languages you can speak.


